


Room within a room.

We offer a wide range of room dividers
designed to create different rooms
within rooms.



Membrane is a acoustic room divider
designed by David Trubridge. The room
divider consists of smaller acoustic panels 
which together creates a modular system 
with two inspiring finished patterns.

Membrane absorbs and diffuses the sound 
at the same time as it’s letting through light
which creates a unique expression.

Membrane
by David Trubridge









Notes consists of five different shapes that
you can dress in a fabric of your choice. 
These shapes can then be rearranged by 
moving them sideways.

Notes not only absorb sound, but also help
divide space in a new and exciting way. So 
instead of building and tearing down walls
to construct new spaces, the user can be 
creative and easily rearrange Notes in 
different ways to meet their specific need.

Notes
by Luca Nichetto



”I’m from Venice Italy, where a common way
of drying laundry is by throwing them over 
any available cable that you find hanging
between houses.

When kids play football on the street, the 
clothes hanging over the lines muffles the 
sound of the bouncing football and 
screaming kids. So I used that as inspiration 
and tried to transfer it in to an industrial
product”, says Luca Nichetto.

Notes
by Luca Nichetto







Jin Kuramoto’s Wind room divider is an 
innovative concept for controlling acoustics
in public spaces and meeting venues, a 
market which Offecct has pioneered.

The dividers improve the acoustic qualities
of an environment, while at the same time
adding interesting dimensions to the room.

Wind
by Jin Kuramoto



“These dividers can be seen as a celebration
of nature and its beauty and wisdom,” says
Jin Kuramuto.

“My inspiration always comes from nature. 
There is nothing more beautiful than a 
snowflake, a beehive or a leaf. I see these
dividers as a forest of organic shapes that
also control acoustics, like trees in the 
forest, making the environment more
pleasant and friendly.” 

Wind
by Jin Kuramoto



“I think it is very nice to have the dividers as 
reminders of nature’s beauty in, say, a 
hospital or in a large office landscape. They
also make it possible to speak in a normal 
tone of voice even in acoustically chaotic
environments.

When sitting down in a chair or sofa, the 
divider feels like a wall. When standing up it 
can be seen from far away in a room. The 
heights of the dividers are very carefully
calculated.”
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Making a commercial product with left over 
materials, is easy to say but hard to do. But
after deep discussions and elaborate
workshops with Andrea Ruggiero, a design 
and a method was developed that not only
ensured a sustainable product, but also a 
product that could add something new and 
relevant to the acoustic segment.

Soundsticks®
by Andrea Ruggiero



Soundsticks consists of textile scraps from 
upholstery production which have been
moulded into the shape of a tube that is held
together in the ends by recycled aluminum
caps.

These textile “sticks” hang from rails in linear
or radial shapes that can be combined
depending on need and space.









O2asis

O2asis is an assortment of design 
products which together with greenery 
and plants improve interiors and air 
quality.



Green Pedestals is part of Offecct’s O2asis 
project which is an assortment of design 
products, that combined with vegetation 
enhances and adds value to the work
environment, specifically through a 
conscious use of greenery and an improved
air quality.

O2asis also offers possibilities to architects
who are interested in adding green elements 
into their projects.

Green Pedestals
by Front



Green Pedestals enhances the plants with its
elegant legs and can be used as a room
element that for example functions as a 
room divider or creates a sort of an oasis.

Some variants have dimensions that fit 
perfectly at the side of a desk, other fits in 
height next to a seat or a window.

Green Pedestals
by Front



It is possible to add a seat or a table top to 
the round model, and by placing them in a 
row or in a group they form a sort of a bench
that is surrounded by greenery. 

Green Pedestals
by Front



Green Divider provides a way to incorporate
greenery into office environments, open
spaces as well as the possibility to create
spatiality.

The design of Green Divider is flexible and 
can be placed in different formations or 
stand alone. The attractive graphic form of
Green Divider means it works perfectly well
with smaller plants, or even without any
greenery. 

Green Divider
by Louise Hederström



“I like working graphically and to create
expressions in a room. I am very satisfied
with the design of the product which allows
bigger plants to climb, but also works well
without any greenery at all.

The divider itself creates a connection to 
plants with their form”, Louise Hederström 
concludes. 

Green Divider
by Louise Hederström








